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The Secretary 

Admittedly it is some-
what belated, but Happy 
New Year to everyone, 
and hopefully 2017 will 
be a year to remember 
for all of the right         

reasons. At the time of writing this article the 
summer had been something of a mixed bag—yes 
we’ve had Total Fire Ban days and general hot 
weather but this has been closely followed by 
cool wet weather—which adds to the dramas of 
trying to keep a stable climate in a greenhouse. 
North of the border it has been a fairly dramatic 
summer, and I have been speaking to several 
growers in NSW who are battling 35C plus days 
for a while. Certainly the one’s without fogging 
systems are doing it very tough and they face a 
constant battle to keep plants from being        
stressed. All of this adds to the challenge of being 
a grower! In this newsletter we’ve included some 
stories of new and innovative developments as 
well as mentioning the use of social media as a 
marketing tool. And if you are not a facebook user 
and wouldn’t know if you had a friend request or 
had been poked!, well just consider that there are 
plenty of people out there that use social media 
as part of their daily lives. If you want a good   

example of the power of social media, have a chat 
with Ian Mortlock. (Yes you did read correctly!) Our 
illustrious Membership Secretary is not exactly 
famed for his ability to operate a mobile phone (try 
calling him and see if he answers!) let alone get  
involved with the likes of Facebook etc. However, 
Ian was recently trying to hire some casual labour 
and his local advertising had bought little results. So 
he placed an advertisement on his Facebook page. 
To say he was inundated with interest would be an 
understatement! The advertisement had 44 ‘likes’, 
was shared to another 104 people and had 86  
comments. The bottom line was Ian had 26           
applicants and had to tell people to stop applying - 
fairly impressive stuff from a simple and free       
advertisement. So people are using social media, 
even the United States of America’s President 
‘Tweets’ on a regular basis! - but that certainly is 
another story that I don’t intend to go anywhere 
near! Our AGM and grower day is coming up soon 
and it would be great to see as many members as 
possible at the event. The AGM is also the chance 
to put YOUR name forward to join the committee. 
The HFF definitely needs ‘new blood’ to keep ideas 
and the focus of the organisation fresh so think 
about coming on board in the capacity as a        
committee member! Regards TB 

HFF Executive Details and Contacts    
President:   
John Elford                     johnelford@bigpond.com  (03) 5341 7691 
 
Vice President & VFF Representative:  
Tony Spurling   info@gatewayestate.com.au       (03) 9739 0568 
 
Secretary & Newsletter:  
Tony Bundock  tonyB@powerplants.com.au  (03) 8795 7750  
 
Treasurer: 
David Pearson   pearsons@countryfreshherbs.com.au    (03) 5952 6870    
 
Membership: 
Ian Mortlock    ian@morthydro.com        (03) 5461 1111 
 
Committee Members: 
Evan Kakouros  evan78@live.com.au    (03) 5261 2618  

 
Michael Tran  mtran@eem.com.au    (03) 9742 1903 
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The President 

Hi everybody, and welcome to our March newsletter. Once again I 
need to thank Tony B for his efforts in getting this publication      
prepared and there are some interesting and useful articles in this 
edition! Most of you are probably looking forward to some cooler 
weather as we head into Autumn. From my own experience it’s 
been a difficult season with low light in the Spring and some very 
changeable conditions over the summer—so who says growing is 
dull! We.ve certainly had plenty of challenges thanks to the 
weather so hopefully Autumn will provide a more stable pattern 
for us all. I am always astounded as to how much time the         

committee put into the HFF to ensure that you - the growers - can look forward to some great events 
and opportunities. Michael Tran has been working very hard behind the scenes to ensure that the  
forthcoming South Korean study tour is both well organised and well resourced. This trip promises to be 
something special and it is all down to his hard work—well done Michael. The whole committee have 
been hard at work planning for the 2018 conference, and the underlying principle is for us to build on 
the huge success of 2016 and provide an even bigger and better conference for growers. We are very 
mindful that hydroponic growers are not just tomato growers, and we are looking at ways we can      
provide a great event for all vegetable growers as well as flower growers and berry growers. As I      
mentioned in the last newsletter we are looking to return to a Melbourne City based venue. It is always 
hard to select a venue that suits everyone and wherever you go, someone feels that they have to travel 
further than they really want to. The return to the city venue will hopefully make us more central for 
Victorian growers and trade, and will also provide a close proximity to the airport for our interstate and             
international delegates and speakers as well. The backbone of any conference is the trade participation, 
and we are working closely with this group to ensure that they get the maximum benefit out of our 
2018 event. To that end we will be hosting an event just for trade at the proposed venue in the very 
near future to allow them to have direct input into the process. We should have confirmation on the 
venue in the next few weeks, so as soon as we do we can inform you, the members, on the date and 
location - I may even ’Tweet’ the information out after having read the article on page 5 of this        
newsletter! The next big item on the horizon is our AGM and grower day—(all the details are on page 7) 
and we really need YOU to be there! This is for two reasons -  firstly the grower days are great             
opportunities for networking and learning what’s going on in the industry, as well as finding out about 
new and innovative ideas. Secondly, the AGM includes the opportunity for others to consider joining 
the committee to have a positive influence on our great organisation. We really need new members for 
the committee so that we can continue to develop and provide a more dynamic and responsive          
organisation for you—the growers. So have a serious think about stepping up and having a crack at    
being on the committee! Whilst on the membership theme, we also really need to encourage more 
people to join the HFF and the grower day offers a great opportunity for introducing more members. So 
get your diary out, make sure you have the day and times written in there, and then ask a friend or 
neighbour to join you on the day! If we could all bring a prospective additional member we could boost 
our membership numbers quite easily! The last conference gave our numbers a massive boost, and I 
know that Ian Mortlock is working hard to retain the new members who joined via the free              
membership program, but we need to ensure we are a growing organisation in all sense of the word! 
That’s about all from me - and I’ve had to come to grips with change in my world with news that the 
home of the mighty cats—Go Geelong! - will be hosting a 20/20 cricket match at the stadium. I never 

thought I’d live to see the day! Regards, John 
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The changing world that we live in changes at a far faster rate these days than 5 years ago. And           
technology plays a huge role in our everyday lives. The thought that your phone would be the centre of 
your personal and work life was almost the stuff of science fiction in the year 2000, but here we are in 
2017 living life with our phones as almost constant companions.  
 
Social media is something that is firmly here to stay and we almost demand instant vision of world events 
as they happen rather than reading about them in tomorrows newspapers. So is social media the friend 
or foe of the Horticultural industry? In simple terms, if you are not making it your friend then you are 
missing out! So what’s out there that is of benefit and interest to today’s growers? In terms of news, you 
cant go past the following publications:- 

 
Hortidaily is a free online horticultural newsletter that can either be accessed 
through the website http://www.hortidaily.com/ or delivered to your personal 
email each day. This organisation has a wide range of sources and provides an up 
to date edition each working day. They are highly receptive to receiving news, so 
it’s a great resource to either promote aspects of your business or advertise for 
key staff. 
  
Floraldaily is the sister publication to Hortidaily and focuses on the flower     
growing and potplant industry. You can find all the details at their website 
http://www.floraldaily.com/ and also receive the daily update via your email. 
 
Practical Hydroponics and Greenhouses has been a long established and high 
quality source of information. The publication transitioned from a print based   
medium to online, and also became free as well. Steven Carruthers and the team  
publish this journal monthly and it is always a good and informative read. It is  
located at https://www.hydroponics.com.au/ 

 
 
 Another free newsletter on the similar lines of the other daily publications,     

Information can be sent directly to your email, and the main site is located at 
http://www.hortibiz.com/ 

 
In terms of more interactive social media, there are plenty of options! The whole point of participating in 
social media is to build a profile and increase either your customer base or your general network. The 
more people you can engage the further your message will go. 
 

 Linkedin - is a professional networking medium that allows you to highlight  
yourself or your business to a more select audience. Sometimes dubbed 
‘facebook for grown ups!’ the comments are largely based around specific topics 
and interest groups. You can ‘link’ to other individuals and also join like minded 
groups. Linkedin also allows you to post articles or access written articles by 
other members. The Linkedin site also has a well resourced job section to assist 
you in looking for that elusive employee. As an indication as to what level of  
people use Linkedin, Richard Branson of Virgin Airlines fame has over ten million 
followers—so if the likes of that particular business mind see value in it, then it is 
probably worth trying it out! Set up an account at https://www.linkedin.com/ 
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Horticultural E and Social media 

When you consider that 15 million people in Australia use facebook it’s probably not   
surprising that growers are using it to get great marketing opportunities for their        
businesses. Yes, many of those users have facebook as a social interaction and contact 
with their friends—and personally I’m not really interested to read what someone ate for 
breakfast!, but setting up a facebook page to promote a business is a great marketing 
tool for today’s growers. A good local example of this is our own President—John Elford. 

Now no disrespect to John, but he’d be the first to tell you that he doesn’t know a great deal about     
facebook, but he knows a lady who does! John has employed a marketing agent to run his facebook page 
for him and she regularly updates his page with forthcoming details about markets and available         
produce. The Yendon site now has over 1200 people following it on a regular basis, so the moment John 

puts a post on his site then all these people get this 
notification. But here’s why facebook works. All of 
those 1200 people have ‘friends’ and the moment 
John’s post appears on their facebook page, all the 
friends can see it to. So 1200 can easily turn into 
12,000 opportunities for people to see your business 
Probably one key factor to think about on a          
facebook site is that you need a steady feed of       
interesting information to go out to your customers, 
and not an avalanche of useless data. How many of 
you who are facebook users have deleted a ‘friend’ 
who tells you what he or she is doing every 5        
minutes? I certainly have as it becomes annoying - so 
you don’t want to alienate your customers with the 
same approach. Whilst social media gives you a great 
opportunity to reach a target audience immediately, 
it also allows for others to relay a story with similar 
speed. Monitoring the site is also important. If    
someone puts a negative comment on your site then 
you don’t want that being displayed for to long! The 
brave new world of social media has also introduced 
us to a new phenomenon known as the Social Media 
Troll—someone who takes great delight in posting 
negative  comments—just look at any facebook  
comment relating to a political figure. The good news 

is that you can block such characters from your site so there is a solution!  

Twitter is an online news and social networking service where users post and interact 
with messages, "tweets," restricted to 140 characters. So whilst this medium doesn’t 
have the capacity for large articles and news stories such as Linkedin and Facebook, you 
can link your stories in the aforementioned to Twitter. Twitter is a fast and instant way of 
getting a message out there, and it’s used widely by the news services—just look at your 

nightly news broadcast and you’ll see all the reporters names with their twitter names on the screen as 
well. Twitter is now heavily used by emergency services to warn of impending danger from bushfires etc. 
Twitter is probably more for the serious user of social media but many horticultural companies ‘Tweet’ to 
great effect!  

There are plenty of other social media types out there - so  feel free to have a look and see what’s about! 



 

 

Hi everyone, at the moment we are working our way though the membership listing 
an ensuring that all members have paid their subscriptions! So if you have snuck 
under this particular radar be assured that Bree and the other staff members at ASN 
Events know all about you and they will be contacting you very soon! On a more 
serious note I should point out that our membership fees are very reasonable and if 
you have not paid your subscriptions then please do. We now also offer              
membership packages to enable you to include additional family members at     
minimal costs, so there has never been a better time to take advantage of these 
great rates. However, what we really need is for members to help us to expand the 
general membership. With the next grower day and AGM on the horizon, have a 

serious think about bringing a guest to the meeting—the more people we can encourage to be members 
the better!  I look forward to seeing you (and your mate!) at the grower meeting! Regards Ian 
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Membership Report 

“Changing Places” in the industry 

Two well know industry identities have recently commenced new positions with the Horticultural Industry.  

After working at Powerplants for 12 
years, Marcus van Heyst has now       
become the Account Manager for      
Oceania for Priva. Marcus had been a 
long term employee of Powerplants, 
and his new role sees him continuing to 
work very closely with the Powerplants 
team and customers. 

In his new role Marcus is responsible for 
giving Powerplants and all of their customers assistance with 

Technical Support and Project Development for Priva Products and Services. As Powerplants are among 
the top 20 Priva dealers in the world, Marcus will maintain a strong focus in continuing to assist the 
Powerplants team as well as additional Priva dealers and customers.. 

 Aart Slobb joins Philips.  

Aart is a well known face around the     
Horticultural industry and has recently 
been fulfilling the role of Technology      
Development Specialist for De Ruiter 
Seeds. Aart has now accepted the  position of Key Account Manager for 
Horticultural solutions for Philips lighting.  The new position has seen 
Aart travelling to Holland for two weeks intensive training before         
returning to Australia. Aart will be working closely with Philip’s partner 
‘Powerplants’ and more directly with the LED product manager for 

Powerplants - Tony Bundock. As part of his role, Aart will be working closely with the industry to work    
towards establishing major LED trials for Tomato and other high vine crops in the commercial greenhouse 
sector. ‘The future of LED lighting in the Horticultural industry is an exciting prospect and I’m really keen 
to assist Australian growers  to improve both the quality and productivity of their crops’ said Aart. 
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HFF Grower Meeting and AGM 

Hydroponic Farmers Federation  
Grower Meeting and AGM 
Wednesday 5th April 2017 

 
NuFarm Ltd, 103 - 105 Pipe Road, Laverton North 

 

This year’s AGM will be hosted by NuFarm and EE Muirs. Join us (HFF) in an opportunity to see and talk 
with other Growers/Wholesales/Trade at these premier industry support facilities 

Arrive at Nufarm Ltd, 103-105 Pipe road, Laverton North - Please bring  fluro vest with you 
 

9:00 am Registration tea/coffee 
9:30 am Start tour , divided into  2 separate groups for bus tour. (Please don't be late!) 
10:45 am  Tour finish—travel to the E.E. Muirs site, 18 Raymond road, Laverton North 
11:00 am  Matt Gratton - Nufarm Ltd products which are appropriate for the protected crop industry 
  and new products in the pipeline 
12:00 pm  Lunch 
12:45 pm Tour of the E. E Muir establishment  
1:30  James Muir on the E. E Muir business concept and how Muirs have embraced the             
  hydroponic industry 
2:00 pm  HFF AGM—Including President’s report, Treasurers report, Memberships report 
  Voting for vacant positions, 
3:00pm South Korea Study Tour Updates 
3:15pm Any other business 
3:30pm  Meeting closes 
 

Please note, Program may change on the Day. 
  
MEMBERS PLEASE NOTE—WE NEED TO HAVE A CLEAR IDENTIFICATION OF               
ATTENDEES FOR  THIS MEETING SO THAT WE CAN BOOK APPROPRIATE BUS         
NUMBERS FOR THE TOUR—FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED!!! 

FOR CATERING PURPOSES PLEASE RSVP BY FRIDAY 29th MARCH  
    
PLEASE EMAIL RSVP TO John Elford — johnelford@bigpond.com 
with the following details:-  
 
NAME/S………………………………………….........……………..…....…………..  

NAME OF BUSINESS/COMPANY…………………………...…..……………...  

PHONE NUMBER/email address……………………………….………………. 
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National Vegetable Extension Network – what it means for you  

Research funded by vegetable growers and matched funds from the Australian government has made 
great     progress in developing and testing new approaches for growers.  A wealth of information is 
available on important farm management issues, such as pest and disease control, post-harvest          
handling, soil health, biosecurity, crop agronomy, irrigation, plant health and nutrition.  While some of 
the information produced through these projects have found their way to growers, a large amount of 
information unfortunately remains in written final reports or scientific papers that few growers will ever 
read. 

The National Vegetable Extension Network (VegNET), however,is set to address this issue of disconnect 
between research and practical information for growers.  Set up by Horticulture Innovation Australia 
(Hort Innovation) and the vegetable industry, VegNET is being delivered across 10 regions in Australia to 
improve the communication and adoption of industry research and development findings to growers. 
Across Victoria, the program is being delivered by RMCG, with the exception of the Gippsland region, 
which is  being serviced by the East Gippsland Food Cluster. VegNET is running a series of activities and 
events to address the issues that are important to growers in the region, by linking vegetable growers to 
the best available information. 

To keep informed of activities through the VegNET program and to identify priority issues to your       
business, get in touch with one of the field officers within your region or provide your details through a 
short survey located at https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/GVB_needs_analysis.  

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/GVB_needs_analysis
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As part of the redevelopment of the Queen Victoria market, Melbourne City Council has unveiled plans 
to construct a commercial style on the site. The greenhouse will be built nine metres above Queen Street 
with late 2017 flagged a s completion date. The new pavilion, which will cost $5 million to build, will run 
from Victoria Street to just north of Franklin Street. At 260 metres long and 16 metres wide, that will 
make the new structure the longest inner-city greenhouse in the world, according to the City of           
Melbourne. The structure – which will sit on nine-metre columns, suspended above a space that is       
currently a car park – is    supposed to be temporary and will house fruit and vegetable sellers during the 
$250 million market redevelopment. 

“You would normally find these kinds of greenhouses on agricultural land, so it will be incredible to have 
one of this size in the heart of Melbourne,” said Lord Mayor Robert Doyle. “You have to offer people a 
real experience when it comes to selling food, and this greenhouse does just that. It’s about walking 
among the produce and      finding a spot to sit down and enjoy some food – maybe with a glass of wine – 
in a green, open space.” 

Plans for the site include a pad and fan cooling system to keep the ind=side greenhouse temperature as 
cool as possible on hot days. Four architecture firms pitched designs for the pavilion. A panel – which  
included five market traders – chose a concept by Melbourne-based architecture firm Breathe as the 
winning submission. 

“The concept is that the structure can be dismantled and re-sold once the entire redevelopment is    
complete,” says Mayor Doyle. “I suspect it will become a much-loved part of the market and people will 
be telling us to keep it.” 

Construction on the market is expected to start in early 2017, and fruit and veg traders will move from 
their        traditional sheds into the greenhouse in September. The structure will undoubtedly give the 
overall industry a great opportunity to promote itself as a high technology industry to the general public. 

Artists impression of new design below:     (story courtesy of Broadsheet) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

City Farming—a different approach 



 

 

Detection of Potato Tomato Psyllid in 

Western Australia 
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In response to the recent detection of tomato potato psyllid (Bactericera cockerelli), Agriculture Victoria 
has imposed restrictions on the importation of host material sourced from Western Australia effective 
12.00pm Monday 20 February. 
 
IDENTIFICATION 
Tomato potato psyllid (TPP) is a small sap-sucking, winged insect (about 3mm), which resembles a tiny 
cicada. The body is brownish and has white or yellowish markings on the thorax and a broad white band 
on the abdomen. Its wings are transparent and held vertically over the body. TPP can transmit a plant 
disease, the bacterium Candidatus Liberibacter solanacearum which is the causal agent of ‘Zebra Chip’ 
disease in potatoes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SYMPTOMS 

Symptoms on plants resemble those of many other potato/tomato      
disorders: yellowing of foliage, leaf cupping and narrowing, often with a 
purplish hue are typical  
 
Other features which may be present include aerial tubers, shortened 
internodes and regrowth from the base of the plant. 
 
HOSTS 
TPP has an extensive host range. For the purposes of Victorian entry           
restrictions relating to TPP, the following definitions apply: 
 
Host Plant means any plant or plant product belonging to the family                    
Convolvulaceae or the family Solanaceae.  This includes sweet potato, 
capsicums, tomatoes, eggplants and potatoes. 

 
Host Material means any host plant, and any agricultural equipment or packages used in the cultivation, 
processing, packaging or transport of any host plant. 

Adult Psyllid and eggs on a leaf. 

Psyllid nymphs on the underside of potato leaf. 
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VICTORIAN TPP ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
Effective immediately, the entry or importation into Victoria of any TPP host material is prohibited, 
unless the host material: 
1. was grown on, sourced from, or last used on a property where an officer responsible for agriculture 

has issued an area freedom certificate certifying that the State or Territory or part of the State or        
Territory is known to be free of TPP; or 

 
2. in the case of fruit belonging to the family Solanaceae, have undergone pre-shipment fumigation 

and inspection; or 
 
3.  in the case of containerised stock, cut flowers and foliage belonging to the family Solanaceae, 

have undergone treatment in accordance with an 
 approved accreditation; or 
 
4. in the case of tubers belonging to the family Convolvulaceae, have been brushed or washed to  

remove soil in accordance with an approved accreditation; or 
 
5. in the case of plants and plant products belonging to the family Convolvulaceae (excepting          

tubers), have been sourced from a property free of TPP in accordance with an approved                
accreditation; or 

 
6.  in the case of agricultural equipment and used packages, have been cleaned free of soil and 
 organic matter by brushing, high pressure water or steam; and 
 
7. accompanied by a plant health certificate, assurance certificate or plant health declaration,          

certifying or declaring that the host material has been treated and inspected in a manner described 
in the above points 2, 3, 4, and 5. 

 
Please note the entry into Victoria of tubers from the family Solanaceae is prohibited.  
 
VERIFICATION ON ARRIVAL 
TPP host material imported into Victoria, which are required to be accompanied by a plant health        
certificate, assurance certificate or plant health declaration must be: 
1.  presented to an Inspector for inspection; or 
2.  presented for verification by a person accredited to 
 
For more information, please contact your local Agriculture Victoria Plant Standards Officer by telephone 
on 136 186 or email: market.access@ecodev.vic.gov.au 

 

With many growers currently replanting it should be noted that well respected and high quality     
Western Australian growers Trandos Hydroponic Growers have passed all inspections and have gained 
certification to verify their stock is free from Potato Tomato Psyllid .  All stock supplied by Trandos is 
reguarly inspected and accompanied by a plant health certificate.  

Detection of Potato Tomato Psyllid in 

Western Australia 
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The HFF is always looking for new members but our latest member is probably a little to small to consider 

joining the committee at the forthcoming AGM! Committee member Evan Kakouros and his lovely wife 

Katie recently welcomed Andreas Sebastian Kakouros in to the world. At the last report we were told that 

Mum and baby are doing well—and mercifully little Andreas has inherited his mum’s looks and not his 

Dad’s! Congratulations to Evan and Katie from us all!  

        

 

 

 

Congratulations Evan and Katie!! 

This year saw a number of Australian growers make the trip to Berlin to 
attend the recent Fruit Logistica Exhibition. Fruit Logistica covers every 
single sector of the fresh produce business and provides a complete   
picture of the latest innovations, products and services at every link in 
the international supply chain. It thus offers superb networking and 
contact opportunities to the key decision makers in every sector of the 
industry. From 7 - 9 February 2018 companies from across the entire 
fresh produce sector – from global players to small and medium-sized 

companies and organisations from all over the world - will again be present in Berlin. Nearly 3000           
exhibitors will provide the entire spectrum of the fresh fruit and vegetable sector covering:- 

 Fresh fruit and vegetables 

 Dried fruit and nuts 

 Packaging and labelling 

 Transport and logistical systems 

 Produce handling and storage 

 Press and media 

 Computer and internet solutions 

 Cultivation systems 
For the 2018 event, some of our technology suppliers are considering organising an industry tour of key    
horticultural suppliers, establishments and growers in the Netherlands prior to the main exhibition. This 
will offer participants a unique opportunity to visit sites that would not normally be available for access.   
If you feel that this opportunity may be one that you are interested in, please contact the secretary - 
Tony Bundock - either via email at tonyb@powerplants.com.au or via phone on 0409 007 610 to         
register your expression of  interest. 

Fruit Logistica 2018 
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Hanna Industries has recent launched a new line in EC/pH metres that hydroponic growers will find of 
interest. Finding a reliable unit for monitoring the basic parameters of hydroponic growing has long been 
an ongoing issue within the industry.  The Hanna HI9814 Groline Hydroponic Portable meter is a slim,              
lightweight, and waterproof portable meter that measures pH, conductivity (EC), total dissolved solids 
(TDS) and temperature with a single amplified 
probe. The meter operation is simplified with two 
buttons. One is used for on/off and for calibration 
while the other is used to switch between the 
measurement modes. The HI9814 portable meter 
features a large multi-level  LCD which displays 
both pH, EC or TDS and temperature readings    
simultaneously. The pH readings are displayed 
with a 0.01 resolution and an accuracy of +/-0.01 
pH while the EC and TDS readings are displayed 
with a 0.01 mS/cm and 10 ppm (mg/L) resolution 
and 2% full-scale accuracy. The EC range of the 
HI9814 is from 0.00 to 6.00 mS/cm and TDS is 
from 0 to 3000 ppm using the 0.5 conversion      
factor. The EC to TDS conversion factor is            
selectable 0.5 (500) and 0.7 (700 ppm). A built-in 
temperature sensor allows for automatic           
temperature compensated measurements of EC 
and TDS.  The HI9814 has many advanced features 
that are found in more expensive portable          
instrumentation including automatic calibration, 
buffer/standard recognition and temperature 
compensation. The LCD screen has indicators for 
calibration status and stability, as well as              
on-screen tutorial messages. The battery percent 
level is displayed at start up alerting the user to 
the remaining battery power that is available.  The 
supplied HI1285-7 is a polypropylene body,          
amplified pH electrode with a built-in EC/TDS and 
temperature sensors. The amplifier for the pH 
electrode prevents interference from humidity 
and sources of electrical noise include circulating 
pumps, motors, and ballasts for grow lights. The 
HI9814 is a versatile meter designed for               
hydroponics and greenhouse, and applications.  

One or two point pH calibration is automatic to a 
pre-programmed buffer set (4.01, 7.01 and 10.01) or single point pH and EC calibration with the Hanna 
Quick Cal calibration solution. To perform a quick cal calibration, simply press and hold the left 
power/mode button while in measurement mode for three seconds and let go to enter calibration mode. 
Once both pH and EC are calibrated "CAL OK" is displayed and the meter returns to measurement mode. 

The Hanna HI9814 Groline Hydroponic Portable meter is available from Powerplants Australia  

Latest EC/pH meters 
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New App helps control plant balance 

As propagator or grower of tomatoes, cucumbers or peppers, the objective is to get the maximum       
potential out of your substrate, to keep your plant balanced and minimize the use of water and           
pesticides. The new Cultilene Smart Root Zone Management App can help you with this. This free app 
helps you in every phase during propagation and production with suggestions and advice to fine tune 
your irrigation strategy.                        

  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Propagation phase: basic guideline with suggestions and tips 

The propagation of high-quality plants for growing tomatoes, cucumbers and peppers is an art form. The 
new app helps Cultilene propagators to control this in detail and to optimize their strategy. 
 
The propagation part of the Smart Root Zone Management App explains every step during propagation – 
from sowing and selection to grafting, pinching, transplanting and spacing – in chronological order.     
Cultilene gives advice for every individual phase in propagation. For example, it is important to disinfect 
the trays and trolleys before delivering them to the customer. And do you know that the temperature of 
the truck that transports the young plants is related to the crop and time of year?                
 
Summarized, the new app contains ‘propagation basics ’, which propagators can check their strategy and 
where they can pick up suggestions and tips. Obviously the Cultilene specialists are willing to answer 
questions and to give more specific advice.      

The app has the tools so that a grower can start the season properly. In the app the Cultilene substrate 
calculator is included. This tool – free available for the first time – helps you to create an optimal          
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substrate lay out. It calculates for example the right slab sizes, the distance between the slabs, the        
volume of substrate in relation to the chosen crop and the head density. When the substrate lay out has 
been calculated, the next step is to calculate the optimal dose size factor. The Dose Size Calculator is also 
part of the app, so you can check that your dripper system matches the chosen substrate volume and 
recommended dose size. Every plant should be given the right amount of water and fertilizers to suit the 
conditions. 
  
Another important factor in the preparations for production is the position of the drainage slits. Also for 
this, the app gives guidelines. Did you know that the position of the drainage slits along with the right 
dose size influences the distribution of water and fertilizers in the slab? This directly influences the varia-
tion in water content and EC. The drainage slits should be made up to 24 hours after planting. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During production, the Cultilene app is like a personal advisor, always available. You can work together to get opti-
mal results. For example, there are specific guidelines in the app for water content and EC in the cube and slab. 
Different target levels per growing phase (Season Dynamics) and for each period of the day (Daily Dynamics).  
 
To keep the root zone of the plant healthy, it is important to monitor the water content, EC, pH, oxygen and tem-
perature. After all, these values are very important for a good and healthy root environment. Not for nothing, Cul-
tilene call this “The Big Five”. 
 
Measuring is important, but how can you make sure you are doing this in a good and standardized way? After all, 
you want to collect this data properly and always in the same way. For this reason, Cultilene developed special 
measurement protocols, which you can use to optimize your irrigation strategy. These protocols are part of the 
app and help you to stay in control. 
 
Available in the App and Google Play Store 
The free Cultilene Smart Root Zone Management App, is available for users of iPhone, Android and BlackBerry and 
can be downloaded from the App and Google Play Store from now on. In the Stores you will find the first version of 
an App that will grow and grow with information and tips with monthly updates.        Story thanks to Hortidaily 

New App helps control plant balance 
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